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, 

The basic problem in covariant first quantized string theory is to construct 

the world surface of the string as a local two dimensional conformally invariant 

quantum field theory. The problem divides in lwo parts. A conformal field theory 

is completely defined by the operator product expansions of its quantum fields, 

which can be determined al arbitrarily small distance. So the first task is to 

describe lhe local struclure of the world surface. Once the conformal field theory 

is defined by its local properties, its global behavior can be checked lo determine 

the consistency of the siring loop expansion. 

These notes are about the superconformal jnvariance of the world surface 

of supersymmetric string. The main topics are the construction of the vertex 

operators for emission of spacetime fermions and the demonstration of spacetime 

supersymmetry in the covariant first quantization. Only the local structure of 

the world surface is described; explicit global information is given only for the 

two sphere, in order to calculate tree amplitudes. The tree amplitudes illustrate 

how global facts such as spacelime supersymmelry aud BRST invariance are ob

tained from local information coded in operator products of chiral fields and, in

parlicular, conformal currents. The translation from local to global information 

is based on the analyticity of chiral quantum fields in two dimensions. The chi

ral fields on the string world surface include the super stress-energy tensor, the 

Fadeev-Popov ghost fields and their anomalous currents, the BRST superconfor

mal current, and the conformal current for spacetime supersymmetry. 

These notes are meant to be read in conjunction with the lectures of Stephen 

Shenker111, and describe work done with him, Joanne Cohn, Emil Martinec and 

Zongan Qiul2-•I. Only a few references are given, and then only lo relatively 

recent work. The references are definitely not meant to convey the history of the 

subject. A more complete introduction to the literature can be found in reference 

5. Some of lhe ideas of conformal field theory and covarianl bosonic string theory 

are discussed in reference 7 from the point of view which is taken here. 

Many of the arguments and calculations in these notes are presented rather 



telegraphically. The industrious reader might lreal lhe gaps as exercises or prob

lems. 

Section 1 is a sketch of lhe general slralegy of covariant first quanlizalion; 

IHl<:lion,2 develops lhe moal basic properties of super Riemann surfaces; section 

.3 s)[elcheJi su11e.rconfonnal field theory; section 4 describes ·lhe superconformal 

wo�ld surface.offel'l!lioni<> @Iring and lhe euperconformal ghoels; section 5 is a 
-. - - - . 

gener..I,di!icuss.ion . opwo dimensional free lenaor quanlum fields aalisfying firsl

order �u111,i<!n8 1>fmolion; section 6 appliez lhe general results of section 5 lo lhe 

�JlPercRBfo!!ll�l &!!1>11ls and conalrucls lhe BRST current; and section 7 conalrucla 

1.h� J�rmi911 VJll:l"ll an.d lhe apacelime aupersymmelry current. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A theory of gravity, such as airing theory, should al leaal provide a manifeslly 

Lorentz covariant scheme for calculating acallering amplitudes in ftal apacelime. 

Covariant firsl quanlizalion of airings could also be useful as a alep towards 

understanding lhe underlying slruclure of airing. 

A manifestly relalivislic first quanlizalion of airing can be carried oul us

ing lhe language of lwo dimensional conformal quantum field theory lo describe 

sums over world surfaces of firsl quantized airings. The analog in particle the

ory is lhe relativistic calculation of scallering amplitudes in first quanlizalion 

by represenlil;1g Feynman diagrams as sums over particle world lines (joined al 

il!ler:1clion vertices). 
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I.I Covariant quantisation of bosonic strings

The basic ideas of covariant first quantization of strings are realized in the 

bosonic theory181. A world surface is given by its location in spacetime, x,.(z, Z), 
and by an intrinsic metric 9aa(z, !) on the parameter space of the complex variable

z, with line element da2 
= g,.dz' + g.,dzdz + g.,dzdz + g,.d!2. The intrinsic

metric makes ii possible to write a sum over world surfaces f d:r; dg .-s(,�) which

is both local in parameter space and invariant under reparametrizations, and 

whose action 

(1.1.1) 

can be expanded in powers of the two dimensional derivatives. 

The reparametrizations of the world surface act as a gauge group in the func

tional integr:al over surfaces. A natural gauge fixing condition is 94' = p( z, !) g�';). 
where g!�) is some background metric. In this gauge the integral over metrics 

becomes an integral over the conformal factors p(z, z) and over the conformal 

classes of metrics, represented by a collection of background metrics u!:'' which

are indexed by a finite number of moduli m = (m1,m2, . .. ). The conformal

classes of two dimensional surfaces are the Riemann surfaces. 

A Fadeev-Popov determinant is introduced into the functional integral be

cause of the gauge fixing. The determinant is calculated by a Grassmann integral 

over conjugate ghost fields b(z), c(z) which are chiral fermion fields on the world 

surface, of spins 2 and -1 respectively, corresponding to variations of the gauge 

condition and to infinitesimal reparamelrizalions of the world surface. The gauge 

fixed functional integral has the form 

E e-4.-.\(E .. ler#) 
'"'°'°'"' 

j dm j dzdbdc
mo4uli /id.Ji 
exp {- f d'z (azlh +bile+ Mc)} 

(1.1.2) 

when the action is written in conformal coordinates (z, z) with gJ�l = O, u!;'I = 

�, and interactions of dimension > 2 are dropped from the two dimensional
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action because they are irrelevant (nonrenormalizable) in the continuum limit of 
parameter space. The coefficient .-•d is lhe siring coupling conslanl. In lhe 
sum over surfaces, lhe Euler number indexes the siring loop expansion. 

Nole lhal lhe conformal faclor p is lefl oul of 1.1.2. The classical aclion 
in 1.1.2 is independent of p, but this conformal invariance does not persist in 

lhe lwo dimensional quantum field theory of z", b, c if lhere is a nel conformal
anomaly, which always happens excepl in lhe critical dimension d = 26. In lhe

critical dimension p drops from lhe surface dynamics, leaving 1.1 .2. In noncrilical 

spacelime dimensions lhe p field musl be dynamical, bul as yel no acceptable

quanlum dynamics for p has been formulated for 2 $ d $ 25.

In lhe critical dimension d = 26, lhe vanishing of lhe conformal anomaly
means lhal lhe z", b, c quanlum field lheory depends only on lhe conformal class 
of lhe surface, and ils parlilion function transforms as a density on moduli space, 

so lhal lhe integral 1.1.2 over moduli makes sense (locally in moduli space). 

l.ll Scattering amplltnd•

To calculate a Greens function of N strings, let the sum over topologies in
1.1.2 range over surfaces with N boundary components and fixed wave functionals

on lhe boundary values, representing N external airings. The boundaries can be
pictured as holes in a compact Riemann surface wilhoul boundary. The radii 
of lhe holes are N of the (real) moduli of the original surface. The integrals
over radii near zero produce poles in the external spacetime momenta, and the 
N poinl scattering amplitudes are the residues al lhese poles. The amplitudes

can lhus be calculated as functional integrals over surfaces wilh N infinilesmal
holes, and particular boundary conditions al lhe holes. The localions of lhe 
holes are lhe remaining moduli for lhe boundaries. The infinilesmal holes can be 
represented as local quanlum fields on lhe world surface, called verlez operatora.
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The scallering ampliludes have the form 

G(p., ... ,pa) = E
fopolOfilt 

j dm j d'z, · · · d'zN 
moduli (1.2.1) 

where Z(m) is the partition function of the ,;•,b,c system (including the siring 

coupling) on the compact Riemann surface without boundary whose moduli are 

m, and (· · ·)'" ia the correlation function on the surface. The contribution from 

the simplest topology, the two sphere, gives the tree ampliludes. 

The reparametrization invariance of the original functional integral means 

that the integrals over the z; should be conformally invariant, which implies that 

the vertex operators should have quantum dimension 1 in z and also I in z. 
The simplest examples are the exponentials eil·a, �k2 = 11 which are the vertex 

operators for the lachyonic states of the bosonic string. The duality properties 

of the string amplitudes are manifest in 1.2.1; the factorization of amplitudes is 

expressed by the operator product expansion of vertex operators. For example, 

the leading singularity in the operator product of tachyon vertex operators, 

(1.2. 2) 

yields a lachyon pole in the intermediate momentum k + k' at Hk + k')' = 1, 

coming from the integration over z1 near z2• 

1.3 Unltulty

Scallering amplitudes calculated by this prescription are manifestly Lorentz 

covariant, but not obviously unitary. The demonstration of unitarity has two 

parts. First, the tree amplitudes must be shown free of ghosts; and, second, 

the sum over surfaces of nontrivial topology must be shown to produce loop 

corrections consistent with the tree amplitudes. 
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In lhe covarianl firel quanlizalion, lhe slales of lhe lwo dimensional field 

lheory on lhe cylinder, subjecl lo lhe residual conslrainls of reparamelrizalion 

invariance, are lhe physical slales of a single siring. This idenlificalion of lhe 

slales is formally apparenl lhe Scbriidinger piclure of lbe lwo dimensional field 

lheory on lhe cylinder, where lhe slales are wave funclionals on circles in space

lime. The Hilberl space of lhe lwo dimensional field lheory has an indefinile 

melric, because of lhe Lorenla signalure of spacelime and lhe Fermi slalislics of 

lhe ghosls-, 

The original covarianl approach worked only wilh lhe mailer fields z•. The 

physical slales are defined by lhe gauge condilions L+. lphys) = 0 and lhe mass

shell condilion (L� - 1) !phys) = O, in lerms of lhe Virasoro operalore L: gen

erating the reeidual gauge algebra of conformal transformations. The gauge and 

mass-shell condilions are equivalenl lo lhe conformal invariance of lhe inlegral 

over localions of verlex operalore in 1.1.Z. The melric on lhe physical slales 

can be shown nonnegalive, lhe unphysical slales can be shown lo decouple from 

lhe physical slales in lree ampliludes The problem wilh lhe classical approach is 

lhal lhe mailer seclor by ilself is conformally anomalous, so ils parlilion func

lion musl be correcled lo become a densily on moduli space, and lhe unphysical 

slales do nol manifeslly decouple in lhe loop correclions. 

1.4 The BRST current

An allernalive approach uses lhe BRST quanlizalion of lhe world surfacel•I. 

The fermio11ic BRST charge is defined in lhe combined maller-ghosl syslem, 

salisfyi11g Q111sT = Qo118.,, Q�118., = 0. The physical slales are lhe invarianl 

slales, QsnsT lphy1) = O, modulo lhe null invarianl slales QsRST fatale). The 

melric on physical slales can be shown lo be posilive, if only by showing lhal 

lhe iwo clefinilions of lhe physical slales are equivalenl. 

The decoupling of physj�& slal"8 can be shown by wriling lhe BRST varia-· 
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lions of fields as contour integrals of a conformal (chiral) current: 

(6BRsT+)(w) = 2:i f dz iBRST(z) +(w)
a. 

( 1.4.1) 

where C. is a simple contour surrounding w. The physical vertex operators V(z)
are the BRST invariant fields, where invariance means that (6BasrV)(z) is a 

total derivative, so that the integral over z vanishes. Equation 1.4.1 is equivalent 

lo an operator product formula. This is a local properly of the conformal field 

theory which obtains inside all correlation functions, on all surfaces. 

The decoupling of null slates can be shown by considering the correlation 

function of N - I physical vertex operators and one BRST-null vertex operator. 

Write the null vertex in the form 1.4.1. Deform the contour lo surround the 

each of the N - I physical vertices, giving a sum of total derivatives, each of 

which vanishes after integration over the locations of the vertices. This argument 

depends on isRsT being conserved on any surface, which means that i,t must be 

a conformal current, a conformal field of weight (J,O), i.e., of weight I in z and 

O in z. The expectation values of vertex operators on arbitrary surfaces must be 

BRST invariant, which means checking that contour integrals of iaRST vanish 

up to total derivatives, as long as the contour surrounds no vertex operators. 

One way to show that the loop corrections are consistent with the tree ampli

tudes is to use a representation of the Riemann surfaces in which all the curvature 

of the intrinsic metric u!:"1 is concentrated at isolated pointsl•01. The functional

integrals are explicit sums over states, and the moduli play the role of Schwinger 

parameters. Since the conformal symmetry is anomaly.free, any representation 

of the surlaces is equivalent to any other, so a more suitable representation can 

be used for calculation (for example, Jelling the g!il be the constant curvature 

metrics). II would be good lo have a less mechanical method for showing uni

larily in the BRST formalism, perhaps employing relations between functional 

integrals over Riemann surfaces of different topologies. 
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1.6 Supenymmetrlc strings 

The covarianl firsl quanlisalion of supersymmelric slrings1111 follows the 

pattern of lhe boeonic lheory. The main difference is lhal lhe gauge symmelry 

of lhe fermionic world surface is lwo dimensional superconformal invariance. The 

integral over Riemann surfaces turns into an integral over super Riemann surfaces 

(see seclion 2). 

These noles concenlrale on lhe local properlies of lhe superconformal field 

theory of lhe superslring world surface and on lhe calculalion of tree amplitudes. 

The main problem is lo conslrud the superconformal BRST current and the 

algebra of BRST invariant vertex operators for the bosonic and fermionic modes 

of the string14•61. Given the superconformal covariance of the BRST current and 

the verlex operatora1 the remaining imluea in &he calculation of loop corrections 

are conslruclion of BRST invariant expeclalion values for arbitrary surfaces, and 

proof of lhe finiteness of the inlegrals over modulil121. 

This covariant approach is not manifestly supersymmetric. The aupersym

metry of the amplitudes is demonstrated by construding conformal currents 

;.(z) whose charges generate the spacelime supersymmelry algebra14•61. Conlour 

inlegrals of j0(z) give the supersymmetry variations of verlex operators: 

(60V)(w) = � / dz j0(z) V(w).2.-1 c. 
(1.5.1) 

Integrating J� around a contractible contour gives zero. On the other hand, a

trivial contour can be deformed into a sum of contours, one surrounding each 

verlex operator. Thus the supersymmetry variation of any correlalioo function 

vanishes, even before the inlegral over the positions of verlex operators and over 

moduli. Therefore the amplitudes are superaymmelric. In calculating loop cor·

reclions, lhe crucial issue is whether contour integrals of;. vanish for conlraclible 

contours on non-simply connected surfaces. 
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2. SUPER RIEMANN SURFACES

This section is about tensor analysis on superconformal manifolds of one 

complex dimension, the super Riemann surfaces. In the covariant first quanti� 

zation1 the world surfaces of fermionic strings are super Riemann surfaces. The

poinl of view laken in lhis seclion has evolved from references 13 and 2·5. 

2.1 Super coordinate•

A one dimensional complex supermanifold is locally described by an ordinary 

complex coordinate z and an anticommuting coordinate 8, 92 = 01 making a

complex super coordinate 1 = ( z, D). The superderivalive is lhe square rool of

lhe ordinary derivalive: 

a a D =  -+D-ao oz D' = ii_  oz. (2.1.1) 

A super analytic function is a solution of D f = O, and consists of two ordinary

analylic functions: /(1) = f0(z) + Df1(z), with /0 commuting with D and /1 
anticommuting with 9. 

2.2 Superconformal transformationa

A super analytic map 1 --+ i(1) = (z(z, D), O(z, D)) transforms the superderiva·

tive according to 

D = (DD)D + (Dz - iiDii)D'. (2.2.1)

A super analytic map is called a superconformal transformation when the su� 

perderivative transforms homogeneously: 

D=(DO) D, (2.2.2) 

Le., if 

Dz - DDD = O. (2.2.3) 
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2.S Super Riemann aurfaceo

II follows from 2.2.2 that a composition of superconfonnal lransfonnations, 

a --+ i -+ i, ia also a auperconformal transformation. A super Riemann surface

can thus be defined as a collection of superconformal coordinate patches, that 

is, as a set of super coordinate neighborhoods patched together by supercon

fonnal transformations. A super coordinate neighborhood is just an ordinary 

neighborhood in z. 

Consider special super Riemann surfaces for which the patching transforma

tions are.all oUbe form o --+ (.i, 0) = (i(z), µ(z) 8), ao that the ordinary patching

transformations z --+ Z make an ordinary Riemann surface, and 8 behaves like an 

ordinary tensor. The superconformal condition 2.2.2 becomes ilz = µ(z)'. Thus

the µ(z) are transition functions for a line bundle over the ordinary Riemann sur

face whose square is the canonical line bundle. The canonical line bundle is the 

bundle of (1,0) forms; its transition functions are 8i. A square root of lhe canon

ical bundle is called a bundle of half-forms. On Riemann surfaces half-forms are 

spinors. Thus ordinary Riemann surfaces with spin structures are special cases 

of super Riemann surfaces. 

2.4 Superconformal tensor ftelda 

In a composition of superconformal lransfonnalions, e --+ i --+ i, the super

jacobians obey 

DO= (Dii) (DO). (2.4.1)

This composition law allows a super differential de lo be defined by the trans

formation Jaw 

di= (DB) de di= DO. de (2.4.2)

Then superconformal tensor fields ;(e). can be defined by the condition that 

;(e)de" be superconfonnally covariant, where his called the weightor dimenaion 
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of <f>. This means that 

4>(1)d1 = �(i)di, </>(•) = �(i)(Dii)" . (2.4.3) 

The superconformal tensor fields are the analogues of ordinary conformal tensor 

fields <f>(z), of weight or dimension h, for which <f>(z)dz" is conformally covariant,

i.e., for which <f>(z) = �(i)(di/dz)•.

The component fields of 4>(•) = ql0(z) + 9ql1(z) consist of an ordinary con

formal field of weight h, ql0, and an ordinary conformal field of weight h + 1/2,

ql1• When qi is a quantum field, its Fermi/Bose statistics are the statistics of 4>o, 
opposite lo the statistics of ql1• 

Globally defined superconformal tensor fields have weights which are either 

integer or half-integer. Bui in what follows ii will be useful lo manipulate quan

tum tensor-fields whose weights are not integer or half-integer, and so can only be 

defined locally. Globally defined fields can be constructed as products of locally 

defined fields. 

2.6 Snperconformal vector llelda 

Infinitesimal superconformal transformations•--. i = • + 61(1), transform

superconformal tensor fields by the infinitesimal version of 2.4.31 

6,ql = (vii+ �DvD + hilv) qi v(1) = 6z + 969, (2.5.1)

written in terms of the superconformal vector field v(1), which is itself a super

conform.al tensor field of weight -1. The commutation relations of the Lie algebra 

of infinitesimal superconformal transformations is the same as the commutation 

relations of the Lie derivatives 6,: 

[v, w) = vow - wilv + � DvDw. (2.5.2) 
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2.6 Super contour lntegrala 

Integration over the anticommuting coordinate 9 is given by 

I d99= I ,  (2.6.1) 

The super contour integral is the ordinary contour integral over z combined with 
the integral over 9 , that is, 

/ d• w(•) = / dz j dUw(•) = / dzw1(z).
c c c 

(2.6.2) 

The use of the super dilferential d• is ju.tified by considering the behavior of the 
super contour integral under superconform.al transformations: 

f di w(i) = f d• w(i(•ll .
0 G 

(2.6.3) 

A dimension � superconformal tensor field is called a 1v.percon/orm4l cv.,.,..nt. By 
2.6.3, the super contour integrals of superconformal currents are invariant under 
superconformal lransformalions. Also, if/(•) is a. regular super analylic function 
in a domain bounded by C, lhen /0 ds D / = 0. 

2. 7 Indeftnlte lntegrala and Cauchy formulaa 

Define lhe indefinite inlegral 

••
1c· .. •2) = f d• wc•i (2.7.1) 

•• 

by 

/(•,, •2) = 0,  (2.7.2) 
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The natural coordinates for super translation invariant functions on the plane 

are 
•• 

912 = 9, - 9, = J d• 
•• 

•• • 
z12 = z1 - Z2 - 9192 = j ds j ds' 

•1 •1 

D1812 = I = -D2812 . 

(2.7.3) 

A super analytic function/(•) can be expanded in a power series around s2: 

/(•il. = f:: !1 (z12)" o; (I + 912D,) /(•2) 
n=O n (2.7.4) 

= /(•,) + 912D,f + z12il,/ + · · 

The super Cauchy formulas are 

I f -n-1 -. ds1 Z12 = 0 2 ... (2.7.5) 
c, 

where C2 is a simple contour winding once around z2• Combining 2.7.4 and 2.7.5, 

� f ds, /(•.) 912 z;,n-• = � o; /(•,) 21ri n. c, 
(2.7.6) 

2� f ds, /(•.) z;;,•-• = � il2 D2 /(s2) . 
,.., n. 

c, 

2.8 Periods and moduli 

On a �opologically nontrivial super Riemann surface, the indefinite integral 

2.7.J is defined only up lo lhe super periods of w, J: ds' w(•'). The theory of 

super Jacobian varieties and super theta functions should parallel and organize 

lhe theory of ordinary theta functions. 

The super moduli of super Riemann surfaces are the variations of the patch

ing transformations which define the super Riemann surface, modulo super

conformal transformations of the coordinate neighborhoodsl14I_ lnfinitesi1nally 
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the moduli are lhe superconformal vector fields on the overlaps of coordinate 

neighborhoods, modulo differences of superconformal vector fields on the neigh

borhoods themselves. This describes the first cohomology group of the super 

Riemann surface with coefficients in the superconformal vector fields. This coho

mology group is realized as the (- �, H forms modulo the image of D acting on 

the ( - �. 0) forms. Super integration on the super Riemann surface identifies the 

dual apace of the infinitesimal moduli apace with apace of auperconformal ten

sors of weight � (see equation 3.2.5 below) . For genus g > 1, the Riemann-Roch 

theorem (see section 5.8 below) and the vanishing theorem for auperconformal 

fields of negative weight, give 2(g - 1) as the number of weight � conformal 

fields and 3(g - 1) as the number of weight 2 conformal tensor fields. Therefore 

the super moduli space has 3(g - I) ordinary complex dimensions and 2(g - I) 

anticommuting complex dimensions. 

The bosonic dimension of the super moduli space is exactly the dimension 

of the moduli space of ordinary Riemann surfaces with spin structure. Therefore 

the super moduli space consists of the ordinary moduli space of Riemann surfaces 

with spin structures, plus 2(g- l) fermionic coordinates lying in a vector bundle 

over the ordinary moduli space. 

For the generic compact Riemann surface of genus g there are 221 spin struc

tures, corresponding to all the possible sign changes of half-forms transported 

around the 2g non-trivial cycles on the surface. When the corresponding Rie

mann surface has nontrivial automorphisms, there are fewer spin structures. The 

space of se�n structures is thus a 22•.sheeted covering of ordinary moduli space, 

branched al the singular points. This covering can be realized by the 221 first 

order theta functions of integer characteristic which are the partition functions 

of free Majorana-Weyl fermions in the various spin structures. 
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3. SUPERCONFORMAL FIELD THEORY

3.1 Conformal fields and operator product expanaiona

In a conformal field theory18•7•15•161 the primary or conformal fields are con

formal tensors of weight (h, Ii), or, equivalently, scaling dimension h + Ii and
spin h - h. Chiral fields have h = 0 (or h =OJ , so they are analytic fields (or
antianalytic fields). The operator product expansions of conformal fields, 

</>;(z1) </>;(z2) - L(z1 - z,).,-•,-o, C;;• 4>•(z2) ,
• 

(3.1.1) 

stand for identities which obtain in every correlation function of</>; and </>;: 

(· · · </>;(z,) </>;(z,) · · ·) = L(z, - z,) .. -•.-•;-lflC;;• (· · · [4>•ln(z,) · · ·) , (3.1.2)
••• 

where the notation 14>•1•• [4>•lo = ;. , stands for a sum over the descendent fields
of 4>• on level n with coefficients which depend only on the weights h;J,• (see

Shenker'• leclures111 for an explanation of descendent fields). The identity 3.1.2 

holds for z1 near Z1: and, by analytic continuation, for all z1 and z2• For nonchiral 
fields the sum in 3.1. 2 should include factors (z, - z, )h,-h,-h;+m.

There is an expectation value(·· ·)m for each Riemann surface, but the op

erator product identities are independent of the surface. The operator product 

expansions are local properties of the conformal field theory. They can be re
garded as defining the quantum field theory, since 3.1. 2 can be used to reconstruct
the correlation functions from the operator product expansions. 

In a superconformal field theory the primary superfields, the superconfor
mal fields, are superconfonnal tensor fields on super Riemann surfaces. A two 

dimensional quantum field theory can be invariant under superconformal trans
formations in • alone or in both • and I. It suffices to consider i alone, since the 
discussion of local superconformal invariance in i is parallel and independent. 
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The partition function Z(m) depends on the super moduli parametrizing 

the super Riemann surfaces. The superconformal fields obey operator product 

expansions analogous lo 3.1.1, with z12 and 912 taking the place of z1 - z,. In 

I. a I 1/2 
power coun 1ng, v12 coun a as z12 . 

ll.2 The B11per 1treu-energy tenoor 

The fundamental quantum field in a superconformal field theory is the super 

stress-energy tensor 

T(•) = Tr(z) + 9Ts(z). (3.2.1) 

T(•) is a chiral superfield of dimension 3/2. Ta is the ordinary stress-energy 

tensor (dimension {2,0)); Tr is its super partner (dimension (3/2,0)). T(•) 
generates the superconformal lransformalions 2.5.l by 

6,f\(•2) = 2:i f d•1 v(1.) T(1.) fl(•,) , (3.2.2) 
c, 

where C2 is a simple contour winding once around z2• As usual, this identity 

holds wilhin correlation functions. 

By the super Cauchy formulas 2.7.6, the lraneformalion law 3.2.2 is equiva

lent lo the operalor product expansion 

9,, 1/2 9., T(•.) fl(•,) � z h f\(1,) + -D,q\ + - 8,q\ + · · · 
Z12 Z1J Z12 

(3.2.3) 

where lhe ommitled lerms are nonsingular. Only the singular part of the operator 

product expansion contributes to the contour integral. 

The super stress-energy tensor is itself an anomalous superconformal field 

of weighl 3/2: 

c 1 3 9., ( 
1 1 912 -- + --T •.J + --D2T + -82T 

4 Z:2 2 zf2 2 Z12 Z12 
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There are al least lwo approaches lo deriv ing 3.2.4. In the first approach, the 

subleading singularities in T(ai) T(•2) are determined by 3.2.2, which fixes the 

dimension of T(•) to be 3/2, which fixes the two point function, which deter

mines the leading singularity, up to a constant C. The second approach is to 

determine the form of 3.2.4, up lo lhe arbitrary number c, by symmetries of the 

quantum field theory on the plane: Euclidean invariance, supersymmetry and 

scale invariance. The second argument applies especially to superymmetric crit

ical phenomenal1•.>l. The coefficient c of the anomaly, the central term in the 

operator product, is the fundamental characteristic number of a two dimensional 

superconformal field theory. 

The super stress-energy tensor represents the infinitesimal variations of the 

super moduli: 

{J�; log Z(m) = j d'• ];(z,z) (T(•))m + c.c. (3.2.5 ) 

where ]1 is a (-1, l) form representing the infinitesmal variation of m. One way 

lo calculate (T(•))m is lo lake lhe expectation value of 3.2.4: 

(3.2.6 ) 

3.3 The global auperconformal group SL, 

The effect of a finite superconformal transformation • -. i on the super 

stress-energy tensor is computed by requiring the operator product expansion 

3.2.4 lo hold in both • and i: 

T(•l = f(i)(DOJ' + l<S(•,il 

where S(a, i) is lhe super Schwarzian derivative 

D'S IYO D'S - -S(•,i) = -- - 2-. -- = 8(log DO) D(log8(-1/DO) ) .  
DO DO DO 
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On the sphere, lhe globally defined euperconformal vector fields are of lhe form 

(3.3.3) 

forming the super Lie algebra Osp(2, 1). The correlation functions of supercon

formal fields are Osp(2, 1) invariant, because al large distance lhe correlation 

functions of lhe super stress-energy tensor are of lhe form of ils lwo-point func

tion, 

(3.3.4) 

which implies lhal contour inlegrale of v(a)T(a) vanish al infinity for lhe vector 

fields 3.3.3. 

The vector fields 3.3.3 are exaclly lhe solutions of lJ2 Du = O, which is the

infinitesmal form of lhe super Schwarzian derivative 3.3.2. By equation 3.3.1 ,  

lhe super Schwarzian derivative obeys lhe composition law 

S(a, i) = S(a,i) + (DO)'S(i,i) (3.3.5) 

implying lhal S(a, i) = 0 for all lhe global superconformal transformations which 

can be made from successive infinitesimal transformations, i.e., the connected 

component of the identity in the global superconformal super group. The solu

tions of S(a., ii) = 0 are 

01 = 80 + 812/z12 Z1 = Zo + (a+ 8180)/z12 (3.3.6) 

where the parameters of the transformation are •o = (z0,90), •• = (z,, 8,) and a.

This group is Si,.,, a supersymmetric extension of the ordinary global conformal 

group SL, of fractional linear maps z ..... (az + b)/(cz + d). 

The Lie algebra of ordinary conformal vector fields on the cylinder, or the 

punclured plane, is lhe the complexification of the Lie algebra of Diff{S1), which 

is the group of diffeomorphisms of the circle. Diff(S1) can be identified with 
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the conformal transformations of the punctured plane which satisfy the reality 
condition z(l/z') = l/z(z)'. 

The superconformal vector fields on cylinder or the punctured plane form 

two super Lie algebras, the Ramond and Neveu-Schwarz algebras, corresponding 

lo the two spin structures (boundary conditions) on the cylinder. The super· 

conformal algebras are the complexifications of the super Lie algebras of the two 

groups of super diffeomorphisms of the circle, lliff ±( 81 ) .  The distinction between

the two super groups only appears when there is a strong enough topology on the 

group lo distinguish the two boundary conditions on the circle which define triv· 

ial and oootrivial 0(1) spioors. The super Schwarziao derivative is the globally 

invariant generator of the second cohomology group of the super group lliff ±(S' ),

just as the ordinary Schwarziao derivative is the SL, invariant generator for the 

two cohomology of Diff(S1 )117(. 

3., Operator interpretation 

The simplest operator interpretation of a conformal field theory is given by 

the radial quantization. It is constructed from the correlation functions on the 

sphere or, equivalently, on the plane or the infinite cylinder. If z = e• = er+io is 

the standard complex coordinate for the plane, so that w is the standard coor

. dioate on the cylinder, then correlation functions on the sphere or the plane or 

the cylinder are interpreted as vacuum expectation values of 1'-ordered products 

(4>(z.) · · ·) = (OJ d4>(z.J · · } JO) (3.4.1) 

where the operator valued fields are r-ordered by pulling fields of large Jzl to the 

left and fields of small Jzl lo the right. 

On the cylinder there are two spin structures, given by periodic or antiperi

odic boundary conditions in the u direction. Thus the Hilbert space of the radial 

quantization divides into two sectors; the Neveu-Schwarz (NS) sector, in which 
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the spinor fields are single valued on the plane (but double valued on the cylinder 

because of the factor dz'/2) and lhe Ramond (R) sector in which the spinor fields 

are single valued on the cylinder (but double valued on the plane). The super

conformal fields are block diagonal in the NS <& R decomposition of the Hilbert

space. Vacuum expectation values are single valued in lhe plane, so the vacuum 

slate IO) is in lhe NS sector.

A highest weight stale JS) in the R sector is an ordinary conformal highest

weight stale, so ii corresponds lo some ordinary conformal field S(z). This 

conformal field is called a 1pir1 field. II ia block off-diagonal in the NS <& R 

decomposition. A spin field S(z), acting on the vacuum in the NS sector, creates

lhe highest weight elate JS) = S(O) JO) in the R sector. 

Integrating over all super Riemann surfaces includes summing over all spin 

structures. On the torus there are four spin structures, two boundary conditiona 

in each of two direcliona. The parlit�ion function is a Hilbert apace trace. Picture 

one direction as euclidean lime and the other aa space. The sum over spatial 

boundary conditions is the sum over NS and R sectors in the trace. Summing 

over boundary conditions for the apinor fields introduces a projection operator 

i + iP in the trace, where the chiralily operator r commutes with integer spin 

fields and anlicommules with half-integer spin fields. On surfaces of genus > J 

the sum over spin structures provides in each loop a sum over R and NS sectors 

and a chiral projection. 

3.5 Superconformal generator& 

An infinilesmal superconformal transformation of the punctured plane cor

responds to a superconformal vector field v(s), analytic away from the origin. 

The tranaformation is generated by the operator 

71•1 = 2:; / ds v(•)T(•)
c, 
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where Co winds once around the origin, making a •space-like hypersurface11 in 

the radial quantization. Commutation relations of operators can be represented 

in terms of T-ordered products, 

171•1• �(•2)[ = 2�; / d•1 v(•1) T(•.J �(•2)
Co,1-Co 

(3.5.2) 

where c,,, winds around z2 and the origin, e.g. jzj > lz2I, and Co winds around 

lhe origin bul not z,, e.g. lz.I > lzl > 0. The deformation of contours is justified 

by the analyticity of the r-ordered products for z, � 0, z1. The contours and 

deformations can always be chosen so as to miss any other quantum fields which 

might be present in the correlation funclion. 

The contour integral argument shows that the commutation relations of 

the generators Ll•I are encoded in the singular part of the operator products of

T(•). This argument is quite general. The singular parts of the operalor producl 

expansions of analytic (chiral) fields, wilh lhemselves and wilh other quantum 

fields, are equivalent to their commutation relations. The equivalence is real·

ized by the contour argument. Even for nonchiral fields, the singular operator 

product expansions are equivalent to commutation relations, but in the absence 

of analylicity the contour integral must be replaced by a principal part inter

pretation of the singularity. The advantages of operator products is that they 

are independent of the Hilbert space interpretation, they obtain on arbitrary 

two dimensional surfaces, and they are easily calculated from functional integral 

representations of correlation functions. 
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S.6 Operator products of component 11.eldo

Expanding 3.2.3, 3.2.4 in componenl fields gives 

Ts(z,) Ts(z.) 

Ts(z,) T,.(z,) -

Tr(z1) T,.(z,) 

Ts(z1);�(z,) 

Ts(zr) ;,(z.) -

T,.(z1);o(z.) -

T,.(z1) ;1(.z,) 

3a/4 2 1 
( )• + 

( )' Ts(z.) + -- 82Ts
Za --

Z, 
Z1 - Zi Z1 - Z2 

3/2 . 1 
( . )' T,.(z.) + -- 8,T,.z1-.ai z,-z, 

c/4 . 1/2 T ( ) -��+ -- B'"2 (z1 -z,)' Z1 -Zz 
h. 1 

( . )• ;.(z,) + -- 8,;.z1-z, •1-"2 
h.+ 1/2 1 
( )• ;,(

z,J + -- 8,;,Z1 -
Z, 

Z1 -Z:a 
�;.(z,) Z1 -Z2 

,. 1/2 
( )• ;.(z,) + -- 8,;. . Z1-Z,

Z1-Zz 

S.7 Mode expanalona 

The fields expand in Laurent (Fourier) series: 

T,.(z) = � z-•-•I• �G.
Ts(z) = [; z-•-• L.

• 

;.(z) = L: z-•-• ;.,.• 
;1(z) = E z-•-•-1/2 ;,,. , • 

(3.6. 1) 

(3.7. 1) 

The powers of z are such lhal, when z -+ log z lakes lhe plane lo lhe cylinder,

the covariance of, for example, ;0(z) (dz}", implies that lhe ;0,. are lhe Fourier
coefficienl.s of ;0 on lhe cylinder. A component field of integer weight h. is always
indexed by integers n. A field of half-integer weight h is indexed by integers n

in the lheclor and by half'inlegers n in lhe NS seclor. Euclidean lime reversal 

on the cylinder corresponds lo z -+ z = l/:z. The adjoinl of a field is given by 
(;(z)d¥')1 = ;t(z)cl.i'. The reality of lhe super slre11&-energy lensor implies

L!. = L_,,. (3.7.2) 
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S.8 Commutation relation• of normal mode• 

Commutation relations are derived from the operator product expansions by 

representing modes as contour integrals, then deforming contours. An anticom

muting parameter E is introduced in order to express anticommutation relations 

as commutation relations, whatever the statistics of the field ;. The commutation 

relations are 

(Lm, "6o(zJI = zm+ia;0 + h(m + l)zm;0(z) 

(L,., ;,(zll = zm+ia;0 + (h + lHm + l)z'"<,6o(z)

(<Gm, "6o(z)] = < zm+t/'<,61(z)

l•G,., ;,(z)I = <(zm+1/2 lJ<,60 + 2(m + lJhzm-1/2 ;o(z)J

(Lm, TF(z)] = zm+llJTF + l(m + l)zmTF(z) 

(L,., Ts(z)J = zm+llJTs + 2(m + l)z'"Ts(z) + jc(m' - m)zm-2 

(G,., TF(z)]+ = z'"+ii'Ts(z) + Jc(m' - J)z'"-'1'

!Gm, Ts(z)] = zm+lf2 oTF + 3(m + lJzm-l/2 TF(z) 

((h - l)m - n(\60,m+n 

(<Gm, \60,n( = <\61,m+n 

(<Gm, \61,nl = <1(2h - l)m - n)<,60,m+n 

(Lm, Ln] = (m - n)Lm+n + jc(m' - m)6m+n,o

ILm, G.( = ( lm - n)Gm+n 

(G,., Gn]+ = 2Lm+n + lC{m' - J)6m+n,O

(3.8.1) 

(3.8.2) 

(3.8.3) 

(3.8.4) 

The conformal generators Ln form the Vira.soro algebra; the superconfonnal

generators G., Ln form the Ramond algebra (integer n) and the Neveu-Schwarz

algebra (half-integer n) . SL, is generated by G_1 ,,, G11,, L_,, L0, L1 . In par

ticular, Lo (+Lo) is the generator of dilations, which is the hamiltonian in radial 
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quanlizalion. The mode expansions are arranged 80 lhal 

!Lo, ;.j = -n ;. (3.8.5) 

as long as lhe form 3.7.1 ia used for lhe mode expansion of ;(z).

3.0 Highest weight atatea and conformal flelda

A ground slale for lhe supercooformal algebra is a stale ill) which is an

nihilated by all the lowering operators L+•• G+n and has eigenvalue II for L0• 

In malhemalical terminology lhe ground slates are called highest weight slales,

because malhemalicianz usually call -11 lhe weighl of lhe stale. 

In the Ramond sector G0 commutes wilh L0 and lherefore acts on lhe ground 

slates. G0 anlicommules wilh the chiralily operalor r. If II I' c/16 then �I' o 

and lhe ground slales come in pairs of opposite chiralily. I f  II = c/16 lhen 

G0 Jll) = 0 (Ibis ia a bil sublle in a nonunilary lheory). Then Jll) is a supersym

metric ground slale for lhe Ramond syslem on lhe cylinder wilh supersymmelry 

generalor G0, and is nol nece88arily paired wilh a slale of opposile chiralily. The 

Witten index of lhe Ramond seclor is the nel chiralily of lhe h = c/16 slales. In

a unilary system � <: 0 80 all h = c/16 slales are heighesl weighl slales. 

In an ordinary conformal field theory there is a one to one correspondence 

between conformal fields ;(z) of conformal weighl II and highesl weighl slales 

lh) (for lhe L.) wilh eigenvalue Lo = h. The correspondence is lh) = ;(o) IO). 

Given lhe conformal field ;, lhe slale ;(o) JO) exisls and is nonzero, because 

correlalion functions of ;(z) are finite al z = O, and because no quanlum field 

can annibilale lbe vacuum (in the unilary lwo dimensional field lbeory associaled 

wilh euclidean spacelime). The highest weight condition on Jll) then follows from 

lhe commutation relations of ;(z) with lhe conformal generators. Conversely, 

given lhe highest weight stale Ill), complelene88 of lhe field algebra implies lhal 

lbere is a quanlum field ;(z) which bas a matrix elemenl belween lhe vacuum and 
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Jh). By sublracling other quantum fields ii can be assured I hat; creates no slates 

of energy less lhan h. Then Jh) = ,P(O) JO) , because z = 0 corresponds tor= -oo. 

The highest weighl condition on Jh) implies !he operator producl 3.6.1, first only 

for z2 = 0 and acting on the vacuum, then as an operator statement because 

no fields annihilate the vacuum, and then for all z2 because of two dimensional 

translation invariance. 

In superconformal field theories, lhe NS heighesl weight slates lh) corre

spond lo superconformal fields ,P(•) = <Po(z) + 8,P,(z), where <Po(O) IO) = lh) and 

,P1(0) JO) = G_112 lh). The highest weight conditions for the superconforrnal al· 

gebra correspond to the operator product 3.2.3 between T and ;. The highest 

weight slates Jh) in the R sector correspond lo the spin fields. These are pairs 

S±(z) of conformal fields such that 

S+(O) IO) = lh) 
TF(z.) S+(z2) 

TF(zi) S_(z2) 

s_(o) 10) = a, lh) 

l(z1 - z,)-'i' S_(z,) (3.9.1) 

j(h - f.ic)(z1 - z2)_,,, S+(z2) .

The Ramond supersymmetry is unbroken only if h = c/16. Then ii is possible

to have G0 ih) = O, S_(z) = 0 and a nonzero Witten index.

Nole that Tr and S± are not mutually local. The field theory containing 

spin fields s± becomes local only in combination with the chiral projection r = I. 
Both the sum over sectors and the chiral projection are accomplished by the sum 
over spin structures. The projection eliminates TF and the other half-integer 

fields, and eliminates one spin field in every chiral pair. 
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4 .  THE FERMIONIC STRING

The world surface of fermionic siring ia described by a lwo dimensional

superconformal field lheory, consising of a mailer superfield, X", µ = I, . . .  , d 
which gives lhe localion of lhe world surface in spacelime; and ghosl superfields 

B, C which arise from fixing lhe superconformal gauge on lhe world surfacel111. 

The radial quanliaalion of Ibis superconformal field lheory gives lhe one 

siring Hilberl space. Bolh mailer and ghosl syslems are indefinile melric field 

lheories ( allhough lhe mailer seclor becomes unilary when the spacelime melric 

has euclidean signalure); lhe posilive melric of lhe siring Hilberl space only 

appears afler lhe BRST condilion is imposed on lhe slates of the two dimensional 

field lheory. 

4.1 Matter llelda 

The action and equation of molion of the mailer superfield (in Oat spacelime) 

are 

x•c •• •l = x•(•l + x•(•l , 

DD X" = O , 

x•(•) = z•(z) + o.p•(z) '
(4.1.1) 

(4.1.2) 

after eliminating the auxiliary field F• = a,a,x• by ils equation of molion. The

action of lhe componenl fields is 

(4.1.3) 

This is lhe model appropriale lo lhe lype II superstrings. For helerolic slrings

lhere ia no 0 and an additional Ea x E8 or 80(32) chiral currenl algebra in !. For 

lype I superslrings the world surfaces include the nonorienlable surfaces (which 

are nol globally complex), and have boundaries; and lhere are gauge degrees of 

freedom on the boundaries. In any case, the present discussion is only concerned
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with lhe superconformal aspecl of the world surface, so only the (z, 9) sector is 

diecuBBed. 

The matter chiralily operalor r is defined by [r, z•J = o, [r, t/i"I+ = 0. In 

the lype II lheory there are lwo separate chiralily operators, r and r, and two 

·projections. 

'·2 Superconformal ghost& 

The field C is lhe ghosl for infinitesimal lransformalions of lhe super world 

surface; ii has weight - 1  and Fermi slalislics. The field B is the ghost for in

finitesimal varialions of the superconformal gauge condition and is conjugate to 

C; ii has weighl 3/2 and Bose slalistics. The aclion and equalions of motion are 

s, •• ., = � j d2z d9d8 BDC ,

The dimensions and statistics of the component fields a.re 

B(•)=fJ(z) + Ob(z), 

C(s)=c(z) + 9-y(z), 
fJ : h=3/2 (Bose), b :  h=2

c :  h=-1 (Fermi), 1 :  h=-1/2

The action for lhe componenl fields is 

(4.2.1) 

(Fermi) 

(Bose) 
( 4.2.2) 

( 4.2.3) 

The chirality operator r commules wilh b and c and anlicommules with fJ and 

'1· 

,.3 Two-point fnnctiona 

·All correlation funclions of free fields are determined by lhe lwo-point func

lions. For lhe lime being lhe following expreBBions should be regarded as the 
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singular parts of the lwo poinl functions on any surface. Later ii will become 

apparenl lhal lhese are also the exacl lwo poinl functions on lhe sphere or 

plane. They are derived from the action using the idenlilies ai'J In lzl' = .-62(z), 
a z-1 = .. 6'(z). 

X•(a1) X"(•2) - - g-" In z12 

:r:•(zi) :r:"(z2) - - g"" ln(z1 - z,) c(z1) 6( ... ) - (z1 - z2J- 1 - 6(z1) c(z2) 

Y,•(z1) Vi"( ... ) - - g'"(z1 - ... J-1 1(>'1) P( ... ) - (z1 - z,J-1 - - P(z1) 'l(Zz) 
(4.3.1) 

'·' Streu-ener117 lemon 

The slress-energy lensor (and cenlral charge) has contribulions from the 

mailer fields and from the ghosts: T = TX + 7'1•. c = ex + c... One way lo find 

lhe streaa-energy tensor is lo use lhe known form of the operalor producl expan

sions wilh lhe free fields. Wrile T as lhe moal general superfield of dimension 

3/2 bilinear in the fields and neutral in all conserved charges, and lhen fix the 

unknown numerical coeflicienls by lhe operalor products. For example, write 

T,. = a1C8B + a2DCDB + a,aCB and lhen calculate operator products with 

B, C by making partial conlraclions. 

Products of fields at coincident poinla usually need renormalization. In free 

field theory all divergences come from self-conlractions, so bilinears in the free 

fields have finite connected correlation functions, thus finite singular operator 

product expansions. For calculalions of finile parls of operalor products a simple 

systematic regularizalion of bilinears is simply lo sublracl lhe singular parl of 

lhe operalor producl of lhe free fields. On lhe sphere lhis means simply omilling 

all self-conlractions. Here is a sample calculalion of one conlribulion lo lhe T C  
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operator product: 

ca,B C(s,) - (a,B C(s,)) C(•.J 

612zi,' C(s.) 

e.,z1,' C(•,) + e.,z1,' a,c . 

(4.4.1 ) 

For the rest of the calculations, keep in mind lhal C, DB and DX obey Fermi

statistics, and lake advantage of the identity e;, = 0. The results are 

r; = -!.P.ax• 

rx = _!Dx•ax. 
2 

r•• = -CaB + iDC DB - iac B .

T8x = - 'ax•ax - 1a.1 .• . 1. 2 ,. 2 '#' "" 
T;' = -ca,B - �ac,B + h b r;,• = cab + Web - 4'Ja,B - �a1,B 

(4.4.2 ) 

( 4.4.3 ) 

Once the coefficients in T are fixed, the T T operator products are calculated by 

partial contractions; the central terms are the double contractions. For example, 

rx(•.J rx(•,J -l  ((D,x• D,X") (a,x. a,x.) + (D,x• a,x.) (a,x. D,X")) 
r••(•.J r••(•,)-(a,B C(s,)) (C(•.J a,B) + . . . . 

( 4.4.4 ) 

The results are 

c .. = - 10 c = d - 10 . ( 4.4.5 )  

The critical dimension d = 10 is determined by the condition that the combined 

matter ghost system be free of conformal anomaly. The combined two dimen· 

sional quantum field theory then depends only on the super conformal class of 

lhe world surface. 
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4.6 Mode expansion• 

The mode expansions of lhe free fields are 

{Jz" = Enz-n-•a: z"(z) = 1 ,. z-n 
,. iq" + ao lnz +  L:0,.0 - a0 

.p•(z) = 

b(z) = 
c(z) = 

L: -•-•I• .p: nZ n 

En z-n-2 bn 
Enz-n+l Cn 

P(z) 

1(z) = 
En z-n-a/2 Pn 
En z-n+•/2 1n 

The superconformal generalors are 

ax n 
f,X n 
a•• " 

L•' n 

= 

= 

= 

= 

L:. -.p:_,az 

L• -la:_,at + Hln - kJ.P:_,.p: 

L• (3n - k)cn-•P• + 1n-•b• 
• • L• (k - 2n)C.-•6• + (zn - khn-•fJ• . 

-n 

(4.5.1) 

(4.5.2) 

There is implicil normal ordering of lhe quadralic expressions for L0 in 4.5.2 
(see the discussion of renormalizalion in seclion 4.4 and of ground slale energies 
in section 4.7). The indices n of the modes Ln, an, bn and Cn are integers. In 
lhe NS sector the indices n of lhe modes G0, .P:, 10, and {J. are half-integers 
(n E Z + D· In the R sector they are integers (n E Z). The behavior of \he fields 
under z -->  l/z and hermitian conjugation gives 

(a:Jt = -a= 61 = 6. cl = Cn n n 
(.P:Jt = .P: fJ! = -fJ • 1! = 1n • 

(4.5.3) 

4.C! . (,Anti· )�ommutatlon relation• 

The (anti-)commutation relations of lhe modes are calculated from contour 
integrals of the two point funclions, and ·depend only on the singular parts. Only 



the nonzero relations are written here: 

la:, a:J = -g"" m 6,..+n fa�, q"J = -g"" p" = ia� 
(4.6.1 ) 

l.P::., 1/l�J+ = -g""'Dm+n fem, bnJ+ 6na+n hm1 PnJ 

fG,., a:J = -ntP=.+n fL,., a:J = -na=.+n 

!Gm, .P:I+ = a:S+n fL,., .P:I = (-�m - nJ.P:.+. 

fG,., c0)+ = 'Ym+n fL,., c0J (-2m - n)cm+n 
( 4.6.2 ) 

fGm, bnJ+ (2m - n)Pm+• IL .. , b.f = (m - n)b,.+n 

fG,., 'Yn) (-3m - n)cm+n fL,., 'YnJ = (-�m - nhm+n 

JG,., P.J = bm+n JL .. , /1.J (�m - n)Pm+n 

4.7 Matter ground states and mero modes 

The zero mode algebra of the mailer system is generated by lhe Iola! space

time momentum operator p" = i a: and, in the R sector, the fermionic zero 

modes .p:. From 4.6. 1, the tf.i& zero modes satisfy the anticommutation relations 

of the spacetime 'Y·malrices: 

J.P�. tlt.'J+ = -g•• · (4.7.1) 

The ma!ler ground slales are the slates annihilated by all the lowering operaloni 

a�., .P�.. In lhe NS sector there is one ground stale Jk) for each momentum 

eigenvalue p• = k•. In lhe R sector the ground slates can be wrillen /k, a) = /k)® 

/a) where
. 
/k) is the ground slate of z• and Ja) is a ground slate of 1{1'. By 4.7.1, 

the slates Ja) form a Dirac spinor, wilh indices a = I . · ·  24/2• Summarizing, 

a: Jk) = ik' /k) 

L� /k) = �k' Jk) 

.P: Ja) = 'Y'� IP) 

Lt Ja) = fad /a) 

G;} /k,a) = -i,Jk,a) 

Lt /k, a) = ( �k' + fa d )  Jk, a) . 
(4.7.2 ) 

The Lt eigenvalue follows from the Ramond supeniymmelry algebra L0 = Gi + 
d/16 and the supeniymmelry of lhe Ramond ground states JO, a) . 
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The SL2 invariant mailer vacuum JO) is lhe zero momentum ground stale 

of lhe NS sector. The full Hilben space of lhe lwo dimensional field theory is 

generated from lhe ground states by lhe raising operators a�., l/J� • .  Thus the NS 

sector contains only states which transform as Lorentz vectors, i.e., are spacetime 

bosons; and lhe R sector contains only slates which transform as Loren\z spinors, 

and so are spacelime fermions. 

The chirali\y operator r is normalised lo be + 1 on lhe vacuum, thus r = 1 

on lhe NS ground states (since ir, qJ = 0), and on lhe excited slates r = (- ljF, 

the fermion pari\y. r acts on lhe R ground slates Ja ) as ±7,,.., because ii 

anlicommules wilh lhe .P:. The choice of sign is conventional and immaterial 

except in lhe \ype II theories where r = 1'+• = ±I' are lhe two inequivalent 

possibities. 

H lhe projection r = 1 were made only on lhe mall er sector, ii would produce 

a theory with spacelime chiralily (except for the r = -I' type II theory). Bui 

lhe r projection acts on lhe combined mailer ghool system, so there will only 

be spacelime chiralily after projection if lhe ghost slates do not come in chiral 

pairs, i.e., if lhe Willen index of lhe ghost Ramond sector is nonzero. 

The ground slates Jk) of lhe NS sector are created from lhe vacuum by lhe 

superfields e;•.x, because Ibey are superconformal fields which create momentum 

k• and have weigh I � k2: 

(4.7.3) 

The spin fields S0(z) are lhe conformal fields which create lhe ground slates 

Ja) of l/J in lhe R sector: 

Ja ) = 80(0) JO) (4.7.4) 
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The Ramond supersymmelry of la), equation 4.7.2, implies Iha\ S.(z) has weight 

d/16 = 5/8. 

4.8 SO(lO) current algebra 

The spin field S0(z) can be constructed from lhe SO(JO) chiral current 

algebra of the f/i sysleml<l: 

j••(z) = Y,•Y,"(z) 

;••(z)j"'(w) (z - w)-2(g•' g"" - µ+-+v) + (z - wi-• 
xg•"j"'(w) (1 - µ.-+v)(J - u+-+T) . 

(4.8.1) 

The current algebra determines the entire theory because the stress-energy tensor 

r; is generated by the currentsi••I: 

d - d2 j•"(z) J�v(w) � (z - w)2 + 2(d - J)(ilf/l")t/l"(w) 

T., ) 
-1/4 .•• . ( ) B z = 
d - 1 J J,.v z . 

( 4.8.2) 

( 4.8.3) 

The Sugawara stress-energy tensor 4.8.3 is renormalized by subtracting the lead· 

ing singularity in the operator product 4.8.2. 

Adopt \he spinor conventions 

f0jJ = -f/Jo 

Uo = fofJU{J 

f0jJ f/J-, = 6J 

A; = t0i A�Ejp ( 4.8.4) 

The fermion field Y,• is completely determined from lhe current algebra by 

the operator product 

j""(z) Y,"(w) � -1 - (g""Y," - g""Y,")(w) z - w  (4.8.5) 
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and s. is delermined by 

. I _J IP 1•"(z) S.(w) - -- l .,.•'J" .  Sp(w) , z - w (4.8.6) 

in. lhe sense lhal all of lheir operalor producls are delermined by lhe currenls. 

Tbe'opera\or producls (for d= 10) are (wriling S. for S.(O), Y,• for Y,•(O)): 

t/J'(z) y,• 

. 1/J.'(z) s. 

Y,•(z) -sa-. 

y,•y,•(z) s. 

"'' y,· ( z) s• 

s.(z) Sp 

s•(z) SP 

s•(z) Sp 

s.(z) SP 

-

-

-

-

-

-g'" (z - w)-1 
1 

(z - w)-2 7•� Sp 

(z - w)-112(-1';) SP 

(z - w)-1 bl•,-1! Sp 

(z - w)-1(-�)11•7•1; SP 

z-5/' fofJ + z-3/4T:,/J tP,, + z-l/C �1"1" o/J ;,.., 

z-•l•(-f"P) + z-•t•1;Pt/J• + z-•I• h•'l• •P j•• 

z-•1•6• + z-•!•7 Py,• + z-•IH7 'l • ;•• /J l'o 2 1' "/J 

z-•l•(-63) + z-•/•1,!t/J• + z-1/' h,1.!i'" . 

(4.8.7) 

The coefficienls are given by lhe following argumenls. The Y,• y,• operator prod
ucl and lhe leading term in lhe s. Sp operator producl are fixed by SO(IO) 
invariance up lo normalizations. The t/J S operator product is obtained by re
quiring consislency of ;•• s. with y,• y,• s •. The t/J contribulion lo S S  is found 
by evaluating (Y,(z) S(w) S) oc w-•l•z-•l•(z-wt•I• in the t w o  limits z --+ w and 
w --+ 0. 'Similarly, the j•• contribulion is deiermined by evaluating (j S S). 

· Nole lhe fraclional powers of a in the ope�t�r prod ucls 4.8, 7,  appropriale lo 
lhe fractional'di.;,�nsfon ofS •. Note also lhat r io) = 111 ia) implies rs.r-1 = 
{'111SJ. , which is inconsistenl willi lhe S S  - 11/J operalor producl. Thus lhe 

- ·- --· - = . , ;. 

spin fields of lhe mailer sector do nofby lhen1selves form a local quanlum field 
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theory, and the chiralily operator r acting in the matter sector alone is not an 

automorphism of the local algebra of spin fields. These difficulties are resolved 

by combining s. with the spin fields of the superconformal ghosts. 

The advantage of the current algebra approach is its manifest Lorentz in· 

variance. The spin fields s. can also be realized explicitly as ordinary vertex 

operators, that is, as exponentials of free chiral scalar fieldsl• .. 1.  The vertex 

operator construction is not manifestly Lorentz invariant, but it allows explicit 

calculation of correlation functions, on any surface. On the other hand, the cur

rent algebra is useful for obtaining the first few coefficients in operator product 

expansions. It can be used to find correlation functions118·•1, but not easily, except 

in the simplest situations. 

II will be useful lo know some subleading terms in the operator products 

when leading terms vanish. Assume that the indices in the following operator 

products are contracted with spinors u« 1 vfl and a vector k,. satisfying fl�v = O, 

and use the shorthand 1:6 = 0 for this situation. Then 

t/J"(z) s. - z''' t/i�,s. ( 4.8.8 ) 

where t/J�1S.(z) is the conformal field corresponding lo the slate t/J�1 la). In 

general1 

t/i"t/i"(z) 56 - z-• bl•611�ls' + 1l•61t/i�1,s, 

Thus, when 1:6 = O, the following is a finite product, 

1va6t/!"t/i'S6 = (I - �d)t/!�1 80 , 

and 

4.11 N=2 aupersymmetry or the ghosts 

(4.8.9 ) 

(4.8,10 )  

(4.8.11) 

As an aside, it might be interesting that the superconformal ghost system 

has an additional supersymmetry. Combined with the manifest N = I super· 
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conformal invariance, lhis givea 0(2) exlended superconfonnal •ymmelry. The 

fundamenlal 0(2) superconfonnal mulliplel in lwo dimensions consisls of lhe 

slreas-energy lensor, lwo dimeDBion 3/2 conformal fields, and lhe dimension I 

currenl of lhe 0(2) symmelry. Under an N = I superconfonnal subalgebra lhese 

fields aplil inlo lhe N = I super slreaa-energy lensor T(s) and a dimension I 

superconformal field J(s). The condilion on J(s) which gives lbe closure of lhe 

N = 2 algebra is 

(4.9.1) 

In the auperconformal ghosl system, 

J = 2(DB)C + 3B(DC) (4.9.2) 

ia a dimeDBion l auperconformal field which aalisfiea 4.9.l. Tbus lbe ghosl system 

bas an N = 2 superconformal symmelry. 

5 .  FIRST ORDER FREE FIELDS 

The componenl fields b, c and {J, 1 of lhe superconformal ghosls are special 

cases of free fields salisfying firsl order equalions of molion. This seclion discuBSeB 

lhe general casel8.ll,19,2,4,6( . 

6.1 Fields, action, modea, two-point functions 

Lei b(•) and c(.o) be conjugale conformal fields: 

S = � j tl'z blJc 

weighl(b) = A 
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weighl(c) = 1 - A .  
(5.1.1) 



The conformal ghosts b, c have A = 2; their superparlners /3, 'I have A = 3/2. 

The basic facts are 

f = { +l 
-1 

Fenni statistics 

Bose statistics 
{ 

0 NS sector 6 =  i R sector 

1 c(z) b(w) - --z - w 
b(z) = L z-n-l b. 

ne•-A+Z 

Q = <(1 - 2A) 

' b(z) c(w) - --z - w 
c(z) = L z-n-(1-l) Cn 

nEl+A+Z 
(5.1.2) 

In the NS sector the fields are single valued on the plane; in the R sector they 

are double valued. Strictly speaking, lhe R sector should be present only for 

A E � + Z, When A E Z the case 6 = � is a twiated sector. In 5.1.2 the fields are 

operators on an indefinite metric Bilberl space. 

6.Z The stresa-energy tensor 

The slr ... ·energy tensor is determined by the weights of b and c: 

Tg• = -Abilc + ( 1 - A) ilb c  = Hilbc - bile) + l•Qil(bc) . (5.2.1) 

As usual, T:C is renormalized by subtracting the singular part of the b, c operator 

products. Double contractions give the conformal anomaly 

Tg•(z) T3<(w) - lcb•(z - w)-' 

eh• = -<(12A2 - 12A + 2) = e(l - 3Q2) . 
(5.2.2) 

The mode expansions are: 

L!',• = L• [k - (1  - A)m) bm-• c• = L• <(k - Am) Cm-• b• 

[£!',•, b0) = (-(1 - A)m - n)bm+n [L!',•, c0) = (-Am - n)cm+n 
(5.2.3) 
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For lhe superconfonnal ghosls, 

b, c: 

{J, 1: 

6.ll The U(l}·current 

< = 1, .\ =2, Q =-3, c"=-26 

< =-1, .\ =�. Q = 2, c�'= 11  

The aclion 5.1.1 haa a chiral U(l) l)'mmelry whose chiral currenl is 

j(z) = -be = <cb = E z-•-•j. 
n 

(5.2.4) 

J(z) b(w) (-l) (z - w)-1 b(w) J(z) c(w) - (+l) (z - wt' c(w) 

(Jm, b.J = -bm+n (J., e.J = +c.+n . 

Jo = charge operalor charge(b) = -1 charge(c) = +l 

j(z) J(w) - <(z - w)-2 (J., J.J = ' m  ••+• . (5.3.1} 

The algebra of lhe chiral currenl and lhe slress-energy lensor is anomalous: 

Tb<(z)j(w) Q (z - wt' + (z - wt• j(z) 

(L�•, J.J = -film+• + jQm(m + 1)6m+n 
(5.3.2) 

so J( z) is scale and lranslation covarianl ( m = O, -1) bul not confonnally covari
ant. The anomaly coellicienl Q can be inlerpreled as a background charge on 
lhe sphere (see also equalions 5.4.2 and5.6.3 below) : 

Ji = -(L��. J,(1 = -(L�•, J_,J = -Jo - Q .  (5.3.3) 

There is no nonnal ordering ambiguilY in J. for m cl O, lherefore 

(5.3.4) 
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6.• The Penni/Bose aea 

A Fermi/Bose sea is a elale lq) which splits the normal modes: 

h. lq) = 0 

Cn lq) = 0 

n > <q - ,\  
n ?  -<q + ,\ 

(5.4.1) 

where q E Z for the NS sector and q E l + Z for the R sector. By 5.1.2, the only 

nonzero inner products are 

(q - Q lq) = I . 
The two point function in the sea lq) is 

( z )" I (c(z) b(w)) = r; .. -m-1•-Alw-•-' (q - QJ c  b0 Jq) = - --t tn w z - w  m,n 

from which, 

(j(z) j(w)), = <(z - wJ-2 

(rb•(z) J( w))
. = Q(z - wr• + (z - w)-2� 

(Tb•(z) Tb'(wJ) = (z - w)-'1cb• + (z - w(2<q(Q + q)-1:_ 
t 2 zw 

L�� lq) = 0 

h. lq) = 0 

y(z)),=qz-• 

Jo lq) =q Jq) 

(Tb'(z))' =J•q(Q + q)z-2 

L�• Jq) =J•q(Q + q) lq) . 

(5.4.2 ) 

(5.4.3 ) 

(5.4.4 ) 

(5.4.5 ) 

Thus the Bose/Fermi sea lq) has charge q, and it is apparenl that 5.4.2 expresses 

the presence of a background charge Q. An SL2 invariant stale has L0 = O, so 

the only candidates are JO) and J-Q). Only a neulral slate can be translation 

invariant, so IO) is the unique S L2 invariant state. 

Each Fermi sea can be obtained from any other by applying a monomial in 

the fields b, c. But this is not true for the Bose seas. The Bose seas lq) generate 

inequivalent representations of the b, c algebra. 
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Ii.Ii The U(I) aueu-energy tenoor 

Define the U( I) stress-energy tensor by 

T'(z) = �< (J(z)2 - Q8j ) ,  (5.5.J) 

subtracting the singularity in lhe j, J operator product 5.3.1. The linear term in 

5.5.J is designed so lhal 71, and T}:C will have the same commutation relations 

with j: 

Tl(z)J(w) -(z - w)-'Q + (z - w)-2j(z) 

Tl(z) Tl(w)-(z - wt•�cl + (z - w)-22Tl(w) + (z - wt'a.TJ 

J = 
1 _ 3,q

• = { cbc Fermi slalislica 

cbc + 2 Bose slalialica. 

(5.5.2) 

(5.5.3) 

In lhe Fermi case the U( I) current algebra gives lhe complete dynamics (71, = 

TJr), but in the Bose case ii does not. For Bose systems, define1201 

(5.5.4) 

By 5.3.2 and 5.5.2, THl(z) commutes with J(w) and therefore with Tl(w), and 

THl(z) generates a conformal algebra with central charge cl-•I = -2. 

6.8 Boaoniaation 

Use the U(J) current lo define a chiral scalar field ;(z): 

• 
j(z) = .a;(z) ;(z) = • j dwj(w) 

J(z) ;(w) - (z - wJ-1 ;(z) ;(w) - < ln(z - w) 

J(z) et•<•I - q(z - wr' •"(w) 
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(5.6.1) 

charge( e'') = q weight(e'') = �<q(Q + q) . 

,.-!•) jO) = jq) (5.6.2) 

The solilon operator e'• shifts the Fermi/Bose sea level by q unils of charge. 

Equation 5.4.2 gives 

(Oj e-9<!•1 jO) = 1 (5.6.3) 

which again shows the need for charge -Q lo absorb the background charge Q 

on the sphere. 

The U( 1 )  current can be fermionized in lerms of fundamental solilons e±•. 

In lhe Fermi case lhe fundamental solilons are exaclly lhe original b, c fields 

b(z) = .-•(.) (Fermi slalislics) . (5.6.4) 

The e±# et• operator products, given by equation 5.6.1, can be compared with 
5.4.1 lo confirm 5.6.2 for lhe Fermi systems. In lhe Bose case lhe U( I )  so Ii tons 

cannot give the original fields, because of the missing central charge -2 and 

because the soliton fields e±•(z) are fermionic, while b ,  c are bosonic. 

&.7 The c = -2 8)'•tem 

Define 

(5.7.1) 

'l(z) and e(z) are conjugate free fermion fields of conformal weights I and O 
respectively: 

'l(z) e(w) - (z - wJ-1 - e(z) 'l(w) 
(5.7.2) 
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,, and e commule wilh ; and have 

Q"f = -I (5.7.3) 

Thus every firsl order Bose syslem consists of ils own U(l) current algebra along 

with the .\ = I firsl order Fermi syslem ,,, e. The Bose fields can be wrillen 

e = .•., (Bose slalislics) . (5.7.4) 

and again ,lhe operalor producla of lhe exponenliala confirm 5.6.2. 

The 'I• e syslem conlains ila own chiral U(l) current, which givea a second 

chiral acalar x(z): 

x(z) x(w) - ln(z - w) " = .-• (5.7.5) 

The zero-mode algebra ['lo, eol = I forces lhe ground slale of lhe 11, e syslem 

lo be lwofold degenerate. The lwo ground slalea are lhe S L,  invariant IO) and 

ils hermitian conjugate 1-QJ.,. Since e = eX, 

(5.7.6) 

Bui in lhe conslruclion 5.7.4 for lhe original fields b, c only p = ae appears. 

Therefore lhe c = -2 syslem ia really 11, p and nol ,,, e. In lhe 11, p syslem, ii ia 

consislenl lo fix 'lo = O. Then the 11, p system has a unique ground alale: 

(5.7.7) 

5.8 The chiral scalar and Riemann-Roch 

The anomaloua operator producl of lhe slreaa-energy tensor with lhe chiral 

U( I) current; equation 5.3.2, is equivalent lo lhe anomaloua conservalion law for 

lhe chiral currenl: 

(5.8.1) 
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where Rl2l..;g is lhe lwo dimensional scalar curvature densily. The operalor 

producl 5.3.2 is derived from lhe conservalion law 5.8.1 by differenlialing with 

respecl lo the two-metric to get a Ward identily, and using the Ward identily to 

determine the singular parl of the operator producl expansionl71 . 

The anomalous conservation law is the equation of motion for f, derived 

from the aclion 

(5.8.2) 

Nole that lhe action is well-behaved for Fermi systems (< = I) if � -.. i�. The 

exponentials then take the familiar form •°''· 

To find the background charge on an arbilrary Riemann surface, note lhal 

the action 5.8.2 gives expeclation values (et#) = 0 unless q + q'•" = 0 with the 

background· charge given by 

q'•<> = q_I_ j d' yg Rl2l = Q( l - g) 
8.-

(5.8.3) 

where g is lhe genus of lhe Riemann surface, and 2(1 - g) is the Euler number 

given by the Gauss-Bonnet formula 

_I_ j d' ../9 Rl'l = 2(1 - g) • 
4.-

(5.8.4) 

The sphere bas g = O, which gives the background charge q'"'' = q, as already 

seen in the operator representation. The background charge is related to the 

number of solutions of the equations of motion 5.1.1: 

# of b solutions - # of c solutions = <q .. •• = (I - 2A)(g - 1) (5.8.5) 

which is the Riemann-Roch formula. 
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6 .  THE SUPERCONFORMAL GHOSTS 

0.1 Boaonlsatlon 

Specializing lhe constructions of the previous zeclion lo lhe superconformal 

ghosts, 
fJ=•-•ae = .-H•ax 
e=« 
b=e-" 

The properties of lhe chiral scalars are 

4>(z) 4>(w) = -ln(z - w) 
x(z) x(w) = + ln(z - w) 

u(z) u(w) = + ln(z - w) 

Cl' = 2 
Q• = - 1  
Q· = -3 

c•= 
c•= 

1=•''1 = ··-· 
'1=·-· 
C=e" . 

13 wt(•")= -lq(q + 2) 
-2 wl(•") = +lq(q - 1) 

<" = -26 wl(• .. ) = +lq(q - 3) 

(6. 1.1) 

(6.1.2) 

The lolal ghost charge is 4>-charge plus u-charge; the ghost charge operator is 
;t + ;: . The inequivalent represenlalions of lhe {J, 1 algebra are indexed by lhe 

4> + x-charge, since fJ and 1 bolh commute wilh ;t + ;: . One way of picturing 
lhis extra quantum number is lo fermionize lhe current fJ1, giving two charged 
solitons, e±4' and e±x. The e±x aolitona are free, but the e±• aolitons cannot be 
free, since their dimensions do not add up to 1 .  

0.2 Spin 8elda 

The integer weight ghost fields b, c, ., , lJ(. are nol affected by the spin fields, 
so lhe ghost contribution lo lhe spin fields comes only from ;. The exponentials 
•" are componenta of supertields (NS operalora) for q E Z, and spin fields (R 
operalora) for q E l + Z. Note lhal these spin fields, like lhe S. of lhe mailer 

sector, have fractional weights and do nol by themselves form a local algebra of 
fields. Only lhe combined ;, l/J• system will have a local algebra of spin fields. 



The inleger weighl ghoal fields all commule wilh lhe chiralily operalor r. 

The idenlily baa even chiralily, as does lhe corresponding slale, lhe S [,,, invarianl 

vacuum jo),. The solilons e±• are odd, so 

q E  Z . (6.2.1) 

For the Ramond states, up to a conventional choice of overall sign, 

r lq), = (-1Jr+•t• 1ql, (6.2.2) 

In lerms of lhe spin fields, 

{ ( - 1)1 q E Z  
(-1)1+1/2 q E  j + z  (6.2.3) 

which is obviously inconsistent with the operator products of the exponentials , in 

lhe same way lhal fSar-1 = (711S)a is inconsislenl wilh lhe operator products 

of S0• Only in lhe combined � • .p• syslem can the chiralily operalor be extended 

lo the spin fields, with the f = I projection giving a local field lheory. 

The spin field .012, of weight -5/8 = i:8c / 16, corresponds to lhe unique state 

jl/2)0 ® jo)., of unbroken Ramond supersymmetry in the ghoal system. The 

Witten index is lhus + I  in lhe Ramond sector of the ghosts. This is responsible 

for spacetime chiralily in the covariant formulalion of the fermionic string theory. 

If the ghosl slates were all paired in chirality, then the f = I projection would 

produce only states of paired spacetime chiralily. 

11.ll The BRST current 

The BRST supercurrent is 

Js11sT = DC(C DB - � DC B) (6.3.l) 

where normal ordering is done wilh respect to the SL, invariant slate, in which 

(B(ai) C(a,)) = 812/z12• In Feynman diagrams for correlalion functions on the 
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sphere which involve JaRSTo no self-contractions are included. The BRST charge 

is 
(6.3.2) 

The BRST current is completely specified by lhree condilions: 

1. lhe BRST lransformation laws of lhe superconformal mailer fields of weighl 

h: 

l•QJ>RSTo ••• ,..,) = I  <C + �D(<C)D + h8(tC)J • •• 11., , 

2. the transformation laws of the ghost fields: 

l•QsRsT, CJ = '  ( cac - ! DC DC) 
l•QaRSTo BJ = -<T 

(6.3.3) 

(6.3.4) 

3. lhe requirement lhal Ja8ST be an anomaly free supercurrenl, i.e. a super· 

conformal field of weight 1/2: 

T(•1) JBRST(•2) - � 8.,zj',' JaRsT(•,) + �zj',' D,JBRST + 8.,zj',' a,JBRST . 
(6.3.&) 

The lasl condilion ensures lhal JaRST is analylic (conserved) on any world· 

surface, and'that ils contour integrals are conformal invarianls. From properties 

1-3 ii follows lhal 

(6.3.6) 

because, by the BRST transformalion laws, Q�RST commules with all the matter 

fields and cf and IQ�RST• BJ = -IT, QaRsrl+ = 0 because JBRST is a conformal 

supercuqeJ1t, Therefore Q�RST commutes with all lhe fields and musl be a 

multiple of lhe identity. But it has total ghost charge +2 while lhe identity is 
neutral. Therefore Q�RST = O. 
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The procedure for finding (or verifying) equalion 6.3. 1 for JaasT is lo wrile 

lhe mosl general superfield of Iola) ghosl charge +1, and lhen lo fix ils coefficienls 

by evalualing lhe operalor producls needed lo verify equalions 6.3.3-6.3.5, using 

lhe lwo-poinl funclion 812/ z12• Only if d = 10 ia ii poBBible lo aaliafy all of lhe 

defining properties simullaneously. Rewriling qBRST in lhe form 

,qaasT = 2�i j dz dB • ( cr1x1 + �cTl80') (6.3.7) 

makes ii easy lo derive 6.3.3. From 6.3.3 ii is obvious lhal any /& =  1/2 supercon

formal field in lhe ma Iler sector is a BRST invarianl vertex operalor. These ver

lex operalo111 are enough lo give lhe complele S-malrix of lhe spacelime bosons 

(lhe NS seclor). II is also useful lo rewrite qBRST again: 

qBRsT=q�J.sT + q�J.ST + q�J.sT 

qM =-1- / dz (cTIXft,J - cfJcb) BRST 2"Jri B 

q(l) 1 f d 1 ,/, a M BRsr= 21ri z ,,,,,, z u 

q(2) - 1 f d • 'b BRST-2"Jri z i1 

6.4 BRST lnvarlllDt expectation values 

(6.3.8) 

The vacuum jO) is lhe SL2 invarianl slale (for all of lhe fields). All charge 

operators annihilate the vacuum. The vacuum expectation values 

(- .  ·)q = (OI · .  · IO) (6.4. 1) 

are lhe correlalion funclions of lhe conformally invarianl quanlum field lheory 

on lhe sphere (or plane or cylinder). These expeclalion values vanish unless they 

conlain ghosl operalo111 which exactly soak up lhe ghosl background charges. 

In particular, (l)q = 0. The disadvanlage of these expeclation values is the 

background b, c charge. II requires lhal lbree of lbe vertex operalors conlain a 
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factor of c. In tree amplitudes Ibis is not a problem of principle, since the BRST 

quantization treats all operators of the mailer - ghost system equally. Bui ii is 

an inconvenience, because the asymmetry of the distribution of the b, c charges 

among the vertices obscures the duality of U.e acallering amplitudes, and because 
ii would be allraclive lo have the full S-malrix entirely in terms of lhe z, Y,, ; 
system. In loops the problem is aerioua, since lhere are no vertex operalora wilh 

the negative b, c charge needed lo neulraliae lhe background. 

Lei 
(-QI = (Ol •"'-2'(00) C-Q 1 ol = 1 (6.4.2) 

be lhe stale conjugate lo the vacuum, in which lhe ghosl background charges 

have been neulraliaed. Nole lhal •"'-2' is a conformal field of weight 0. The 

vacuum and ill hennilian conjugate are both BRST invariant 

Qsnsr lOl = 0  (-QI Qs11sT = 0 · (6.4.3) 

The vacuum is invariant because the conformal generalora commute with Q811sT 
and the SL, invariant slate is unique. To show lhal ils conjugate is invariant, 

firsl show directly from 

lhal 

b.lo) = o ,. ?_-1 

PnlO) = 0 n ?_-1/2 
•nlOl = 0 " ?_2 

1nlOl = 0 n ?_3/2 
(6.4.4) 

(6.4.5) 

Then use version 6.3.8 for Q811sr, and the standard operator products of expo

nentials. 

Both lhe vacuum expeclalion value (· · -)Q and lhe expeclalion value 

(· · ·lo = (-QI · · ·  IO) = (• .. _"(oo) · · ·)Q (6.4.6) 

are BRST invariant. The advantage of (· · ·lo is charge neutrality; (ll0 = I .  On 

higher genus Riemann surfaces, lhere is a manifestly BRST invariant expeclalion 
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value (· · ·)Ql•-•l wilh background charge Q(l - g). For calculaling loop ampli

ludes, lhe problem is lo screen lhe background charge lo gel a BRST invarianl, 

neulral expeclalion value on an arbilrary Riemann surfacel121. 

The correlalion funclions on lhe sphere of exponenliala of lhe chiral scalars 

;, x, u are calculaled using lwo-poinl funclions in lhe simpleal poaaible form, 

± ln(z - w), ommilling aelf-conlraclions exaclly aa if lhere were no background 

charge. The only etfecl of lhe background charge is lo delermine which ex

pectation values of exponentials are nonzero, namely those which neutralize the 

background charges. 

Nole lhal lheae BRST-invarianl expeclalion values are for lhe small algebra 

of ,,, p = ae, not for lhe large algebra of ,,, e which includes lhe e. zero mode. 

In lhe large algebra, lhe neulralizer of lhe background charge is •"'-2Hx
, bul 

[" e"'-2H>J ..t 0 "'1BRST1 r · 

This is a key point in the construction of the fermion vertex. 

(6.4.7) 

7 .  THE FERMION VERTEX AND SPACETIME SUPERSYMMETRY 

The object is to construct BRS invariant vertex operators for spacetime 

fermions, and to construct a two dimensional chiral current for spacetime super

symmelry. The verlex operalora musl be spin fields in lhe mailer ghost syslem 

so Ibey should combine lhe spin fields s. of lhe Y,• system and lhe spin fields 

e±;/• of lhe /J, 1 syslem. The fermion vertex operalor should be a fermion field 

on lhe world surface in order lhal lhe fermion ampliludes have lhe antisymmetry 

properlies appropriate to spacetime Fermi statistics. 

It is enough to construct the verlex for massless fermions, since the scatter� 
ing amplitudes of all the olher slales appear aa residues of lhe massless fermion 
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amplitudes al poles in the intermediate momenta. In the language of two di
mensional field theory, the vertex operalora for the massless fermions generate 
through their operator products lhe algebra of vertex operalora for all physical 
slates. 

T.1 v.:.111 -

- - It wollld be ''""!f 1�& if the fermion vertex did not couple to the ordinary 
conformal ghoafs 6, c. Tile fermion vertex operator mual then anticommule (up 
lo a total aerintive) wilh�h ofQ��;.J. because each has a different b, c charge. 
The vertex operator should be an ordinary conformal field of weight I in order 

- l•l lo anlicommule with QsRsr· 
The simplest candidate for the mailer part of the massless fermion vertex is 

u•s •• ;•-•-, which has dimension 5/8 + k2 /2 = 5/8. The ghost sector must supply 
the missing 3/8 weight: 

(7.1.1) 

V_,,, is an ordinary conformal field of weight I if /r.2 = 0. For invariance under 

qg�sr u will have lo satisfy the massless Dirac equation '" = O. 

The r = I projection requires that u• be left handed. Henceforth the con
ventio�_will be_ thal s. is left handed, i.e., rs.r-• = s., and s• is right handed. 
After the chiral projection, V_1,2(z) becomes a local fermionic field. II is fermionic 
because 

v_,,,( .. ) v_,,,(w) - (z - w)-1u·u�,:�·-·.P.•';'"(w) ' 

which is odd under z ... w. 

Because v_,,. is a conformal field of weight 1 ,  

IQ�1sr• v_,,,J+ = ll(c v_,1.) • 

(7.1.2) 

(7.1.3) 

The spacetime Dirac equation '" = 0 implies IQg1 .... v_,,,(z)I+ = 0 because 
1 - -

.•-x,p,a,x• v_,,,(w) - (z - w)-1(-i,u).•••-•s·.··-· - (z - w)0 • (7.1.4) 
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The lasl piece of lhe BRST invariance, IQg1sT• V_1t2(z)]+ = O, follows from the 

nonsingularily of lhe operalor producl expansion 

(7.1.5) 

Combining lhe lhree pieces gives BRST invariance of V_l/2: 

(7.1 .6) 

7.2 V1/J 

V_112 cannot be the entire fermion vertex operator because it has nonzero 

; charge. The correlalion funclions W-i12(z) · · ·)o on lhe sphere all vanish by 

charge conservalion. The correlalion functions W-i/2(z) · · ·)o vanish excepl for 

lhe four poinl function. This difficulty can be avoided if there is a second fermion 

vertex, V.12(z), having the opposite ; charge. •''' has dimension -5/8 and odd 

chirality, so the spin field with even cbirality, e•/2 8 °  baa dimension 0 and is 

righthanded in spacelime. To gel even chiralily, weight I and leflhandedness 
1 

in spacetime, write a vertex of the form e21u01:psPaz,.e•1-�. The question now 

becomes BRST invariance. 

A BRST invariant vertex operator V1t2 can be conslrucled from V_,1, using 

lhe extension of lhe maller-ghosl system which conlains the field {(z). Re

call lhal the ghost system contains iJ{, but nol { itself. Thus {V-112 is not in 

lhe maller·ghosl system, bul (QsRST• {V-112] i•, because lhe commutalion with 

QsRST can absorb the zero mode of {. Since Qi.RsT = O, lhe commutator is 

aulomalically BRST invariant. Normally, commutalion with QsRST gives ver· 

tex operators for BRST-exacl slales, which are null and decouple from physical 

slates. Bui here lhe algebra of fields has been expanded so lhal all BRST invari

anl slales are BRST-exacl in lhe large algebra. Thus any BRST-closed slate in 

lhe small algebra can be represented as a commutalor wilh QsRsT in lhe large 

algebra. 
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To be precise, define ¥112 by 

Vi/2 = 2(QBRST, eY-1/21 - 8(2ceY-1/,) 
= 2(q�ksT• v_,1,[ + !&e"'/2-•u•s.e"·• . 

(7.2.1) 

The Iola! derivative i1I subtracted becauae ii contains e, w hereaa ¥112 should be 
in lhe small algebra. Thi11 modification does nol alfecl BRST invariance becauae 
the BRST commutator i1I still a Iola! derivative: 

(7.2.2) 

The term in 7.2.1 containing b(z) will never contribute lo correlation functions 
because neither Y-1/2 nor V.12 contains c(z). So V.12 might as well be defined as 
2[Q�1sT• Y-1/2), which can be calculated using lhe operator product 4.8.11: 

(7.2.3) 

7 .S Scattering amplltndet1 

The two fermion verlex operators, V_,,, and V.1,, give tree level fermion 
scallering amplitudes by formulas of the form 

A(l, . . . , N) =  j dz1 · · ·dzN (V1, · · · YfN)o , (7.3.1) 

but ii must be shown lhal these formulas do nol depend on lhe choice of ; 
charges q; = ± ! , I: q; = 0. This will be done in aeclion 7.4, by showing lhal lhe 
expectation value in equation 7.3.1 i1I invariant under rearrangements of the q;. 

Finl note that, given thi11 rearrangement lemma, the fermion ampliludesfac-
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lorize, as Ibey should, on the Neveu-Schwan amplitudes for spacelime bosons: 

-2IQ��sT• V-1/2(z1) {V112(z,)I 

ZIQ��sT• (z, - z.i-i+.,·••uru:'f.�e·-•,i, •• ;c.,+"1"(z,)J 

(z1 - .z,)-1+•1·1• u�u:'foit 

(7.3.2) 
so the inlegral over z1 near z, gives a pole al (k1 + k,)2 = 0 whose residue is a 

NS maBSless veclor boson vertex operator of lhe form Vo(z,) = f dO·DXe;•·x. 

On lhe olber band, the operator products V.12 V.12 and V_,,, V_,,, factor· 

ize the amplitudes on vertex operators V±I with ; charge ±1. For example, 

v_,,, v_,,, � v_, = .-•,i,i•". Bui any factorization on v±I is exactly equivalent 

to a factorization on V01 since each pair of fermion vertices which are brought 

close together can be taken lo be of opposite charge by lhe rearrangemenl lemma. 

Therefore V±i are alternative forms of the massless boson vertex. Equation 7.3.2 
shows explicitly lhal v. is derived Crom v_, exactly ... v.,. is derived from v_,,,. 
A more complicated calculation showa that V+1 is derived in the same way from 

V0• In lhe claBSical formulation of lbe fermionic siring, the physical slales cor

responding lo the vertex operators V_, and V. were discussed as two equivalent 

"pictures• for the siring slates, allbougb, because the ghosts were missing, lhere 

was no weight 1 vertex operator V_1• 

It is clear now that there are infinitely many pictures, corresponding to 

the infinitely many Bose seas which give the inequivalent representations of the 

superconformal ghost fields p, '1· The infinite number of equivalenl vertex op

erators for each physical slate are derived by the picture changing operation 

V1+1 = IQBRST• {V,J, and by its inverse. The rearrangement lemma given below 

for v±l/2 can be generalized lo show the equivalence of all the pictures for both 

fermions and bosons. 
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7 ·' The rearrangement lemma 

The objecl ia lo show lhal 

(- . . V.12(ir) . . .  v_,,.(w) . .  ->. = (- . .  v_,,.(a) . . . V.12(w) . . -> • .  (7.4.1) 

The idea ia lo use lhe equivalence or expeclalion values in lhe small and large 
algebras and lhe conlour inlegral form or lhe BRST lransformalion: 

(· · · A(z) · · ·(<QsaST, �A(w)I · · -la( 
= 2�.f�:/ ({(oo) · · · A(.r) · · · isaST(:/) {(w)A(w)) 

a. 
= 2�/dz (· . . {(11)A(zJ . . . jsaST(a') {(w)A(w)) 

(7.4.2) 

a, 
= (· · · l•QsRST• {A(w)] · · · A(ir) · · ·)a, . 

The contour can be deformed by BRST invariance of lhe expeclalion value and 
of lhe operalors repreeenled by ellipses. The { field can be moved because ill 
dimension is 1ero and only ils 1ero mode parlicipalee in the expeclalion value. 

7 .6 Spacetbne aupeH)'JDJDetry 

The spacelime supenymmelry currenl q.(z) is simply lhe fermion vertex al 
zero momentum. II takes the forms 

( ) -•t•s qo,-1/2 z = e o - ,,._,. s'a qa,1/2 - e 'Jo/J x,. (7.5.1) 

in lhe various piclures. q.(z) is a BRST invarianl dimension I conformal field, 
so its contour integral 

Q • ., = 2�i / dz q • .,(z) (7.5.2) 

is invariantly defined. The operator producl 7.3.2 gives 

(7.5.3) 
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where p• is lhe spacelime momentum operator, and (Q.,i/z. V_,,,] = V., i.e., 

IQ -0/29 i>·•J _. .1. ••·• 0.,1/2, e pe + = -1011,,,,e , (7.5.4) 

showing lhal Q. is lhe spacelime supersymmelry generator. Since Q. com

mules wilh lhe screening operator ..--•• for the background charge, lhe contour 

argumenl showa lhal the expeclalion values (· · ·)0 on lhe sphere are invariant 

under supersy mmelry. Thus lhe lree ampliludes are supersymmelric. All lhat 

is needed lo show supersy mmelry of lhe loop expansion, since q.(z) is a confor

mal current, is lo show lhal lhe screening charges on arbilrary Riemann surfaces 

preserve spacetime supersymmelry. 
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